The recent measurement by CDF M (
I. STRIKING AGREEMENT WITH CONSTITUENT QUARK MODEL PREDICTIONS
A new challenge demanding explanation from QCD is posed by the remarkable agreement shown in Fig. 1 between the experimental masses 5808 MeV and 5816 MeV of the newly discovered Σ + b and Σ − b and the 5814 MeV quark model prediction [1] from meson masses
This then predicts that the isospin-averaged mass splitting is M 
There is also the prediction for the spin splittings, good to 5%
to be compared with 21 MeV from the isospin-average of CDF measurements [2]
These results relating meson and baryon masses have been obtained without any explicit model for the hyperfine interaction beyond their flavor dependence. We also note that they relate experimental masses of mesons and baryons containing quarks of four different flavors, u, d, s, b with no free parameters. It is difficult to believe that these relations and others given below with five different flavors u, d, s, c, b are accidental when they relate so many experimentally observed masses of mesons and baryons. This suggests that any model for hadron spectroscopy which treats mesons and baryons differently or does not yield agreement with data for all five flavors is missing essential physics. So far only the constituent quark model shows this achievement.
That meson and baryon masses must be related because they are made of the same quarks was first pointed out by Sakharov and Zeldovich [5] in a paper that was completely ignored until the same work was independently rediscovered [6] .
There followed a number of successes of quark model relations [1, 7] which still have no explanation from QCD. These works tend to express relations in terms of effective quark masses which have not found any simple explanation from QCD.
It is interesting to note that the new successful relations, eqs. (1) and (4), relate meson and baryon masses without explicitly mentioning constituent quark masses, even though the latter are used to derive these relations, as described in [1] . This approach follows the famous Gell-Mann's recipe of 1964: "... We may compare this process to a method sometimes employed in French cuisine: a piece of pheasant meat is cooked between two slices of veal, which are then discarded."
We shall extend this line of thought here and show that some kind of meson-baryon or light antiquark-diquark symmetry exists which describes many relations between meson and baryon states without explicitly mentioning quark masses. These are not simply described by QCD treatments, which tend to treat meson and baryon structures very differently.
We first consider a meson M(qQ i ) containing a light color-antitriplet antiquarkq (u or d) and a quark of some fixed flavor Q i , i = (u, s, c, b). We also consider a baryon containing the same quark Q i and two light quarks coupled to a diquark of spin S. We denote such a baryon by B([qq] S Q i ) and focus on a transformation between the two,
We find that the mass difference between the two is independent of the quark flavor i for all four flavors (u, s, c, b) when the contribution of the hyperfine interaction energies is removed, as in eq. (8).
This mass relation has already been noted [7] in the case of spin-zero diquarks, S = 0,
whereM
is the meson mass without the hyperfine contribution.
The first equality in eq. (7) is seen to be an algebraically equivalent rewriting of the original SZL relation [5, 6] between baryon and meson mass differences that cancel out the hyperfine interaction,
the other two equalities in eq. (7) are an extension of the same idea to heavy flavors.
However, these relations were all interpreted in terms of effective quark masses. We bypass the mass question here by noting that they relate states which transform into one another by the transformation (6) . Why masses of boson and fermion states related by this transformation should satisfy a simple relation like (7) remains a challenge for QCD and perhaps indicate some kind of boson-fermion or antiquark-diquark supersymmetry.
Following this interpretation we note that the equation (7) involves meson and baryon states related by the transformation (6) for the case S = 0 in which the antiquark is transformed into a diquark with spin zero. We now show that new successful relations between meson and baryon masses are obtained by applying the same procedure to the case S = 1 with spin-one diquarks. We first define the baryon analogue of the mesonM(V i ) to obtain the linear combinationM (Σ i ) of baryon masses without the hyperfine contribution between the diquark and the additional quark. 
II. SPIN SPLITTINGS AND MAGNETIC MOMENTS A. Ratios of Hyperfine splittings
We now relate the mass ratios in mesons and baryons from the hyperfine splittings in the same way given in the original SZL papers [5, 6, 8] , noting that the flavor dependence of the splittings can be expressed without including quark masses. Let V ox (q i q j ), and V hyp (q iqj ) denote the color magnetic energies respectively of the quarkquark and quark-antiquark systems with flavors i and j. It is sufficient for our purpose to require that these color magnetic energies satisfy a simple flavor dependence relation [5, 6, 8] ,
This then leads to the relations;
The presence of a fourth flavor gives us the possibility of obtaining a new type of mass relation between mesons and baryons. The Σ − Λ mass difference is believed to be due to the difference between the u − d and u − s hyperfine interactions. Similarly, the Σ c − Λ c mass difference is believed to be due to the difference between the u − d and u − c hyperfine interactions. We therefore obtain the relation
The original derivation [1] assumed that hyperfine interactions were inversely proportional to the products of quark masses,
where the expression in terms of the quark masses can be simplified
reflecting the fact that the spin-spin interaction is linear in color-magnetic moments of the quarks, which in turn are inversely proportional to quark masses. The simplicity of the final form of eq. (19) is however somewhat misleading, because it hides the fact that the strength of the color hyperfine interaction also depends on the hadron wavefunction at the origin, which is model-dependent.
In view of this, in the following we do not pursue further the formulation in terms of quark masses, but rather point out that the prediction (1) originally given in terms of quark masses can also be expressed in terms of hyperfine interactions using eq. (12). This formulation is model-independent and unlike quark masses is directly related to directly measurable observables. We show below that this expression also enables an understanding of why the prediction is not broken by electromagnetic contributions to the hyperfine interaction which can violate eq. (12).
The meson and baryon relations in eq. (17) agree to ±3%. Eq. (17) is based on exactly the same logic as the prediction in eq. (20). The latter is accurate to 1%. Previous relations (13-16) have relative errors of 5%, 1%, 2% and 5%. These discrepancies at the level of several per cent presumably arise from effects that are not included in our simple model. Two such effects are:
1. Neglect of electromagnetic contributions to hyperfine interactions. These can produce small violations of the relation (12) for the case where the two quarks q j and q k have different electric charges.
2. Neglect of differences between the wave functions of spin-1/2 and spin 3/2 baryons,
The Σ b prediction (20) is particularly insensitive to these effects since they involve only spin-1/2 baryons and relate only hyperfine interactions of b and s quarks which have the same electric charge and the same ratio of the strong and electromagnetic hyperfine interactions.. The relations (7) and (11) do not assume any strengths for hyperfine interactions, only that their contributions are canceled by suitable spin averaging. They are therefore also insensitive to the electromagnetic contributions to the hyperfine interactions.
The relation (17) relates hyperfine interactions of c and s quarks which have different electric charges and different ratios of the strong and electromagnetic hyperfine interactions. This difference can easily account for discrepancies of several per cent in experimental predictions We do not consider these effects further here. The possible effects of D-wave admixtures in the spin-3/2 baryons has been discussed in ref. [1] .
B. Magnetic moments of heavy quark baryons
In Λ, Λ c and Λ b baryons the light quarks are coupled to spin zero. Therefore the magnetic moments of these baryons are determined by the magnetic moments of the s, c and b quarks, respectively. The latter are proportional to the chromomagnetic moments which determine the hyperfine splitting in baryon spectra. We can use this fact to predict the Λ c and Λ b baryon magnetic moments by relating them to the hyperfine splittings in the same way as given in the original DGG [9] prediction of the Λ magnetic moment,
